
 

 

 
 

LETTER OF COMMUNICATION 
 
 

TITLE: Snow and Winter Maintenance Policy Update 

 

TO:  Executive Committee  

 

FROM:  Department of Engineering Services  

 

DATE:  November 21, 2018 

 

PUBLIC:  This is a Public Document.    

 

IN-CAMERA:  Not applicable to this document. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

THAT an increase in the winter maintenance budget of $132,000 for staffing to allow for 

multiple shifts and completion of priority routes within 96 hours be referred to Budget 

Committee. 

 

JUSTIFICATION FOR IN-CAMERA 

 

Not applicable to this report. 

 

TOPIC AND PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this report is to respond to Council’s motion by providing an overview of 

winter maintenance practices and provide a recommendation for an enhanced service.  

The current policy and maps are Attachments i and ii. 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

At the City Council meeting held July 9, 2018, City Council adopted the following motion: 

 

 “THAT City Administration prepare a report providing options to implement an  

 enhanced Winter Maintenance Policy; and 

 

 THAT options be based on research of best practices and industry standards; 

 and 
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THAT the Policy includes options and financial implications regarding, but not 

 limited to: 

 

1. Prioritization of roads, including a Priority Map; 

2. Use of snow routes where necessary; 

3. Environmental conditions and accumulations that trigger Winter 

Maintenance activities; 

4. Snow plowing on Roads; 

5. Snow plowing on sidewalks; 

6. Snow plowing in alleys; 

7. Ice control on roads; 

8. Snow removal on roads; 

9. Snow removal at schools; 

10. Timelines for activity completion; 

11. End conditions of activities; 

12. Flood mitigation measures during melting periods.” 

 

A review of snow policies, practices and budgets across Saskatchewan was undertaken 

to establish best practice (Attachment iii).  The cities included Regina, Saskatoon, Prince 

Albert, Yorkton, North Battleford and Weyburn. Several common themes emerged from 

this review: 

 

• All cities, except for one, used a snow accumulation to trigger a response. 

• All cities use a priority road system. 

• 4 of the 6 cities have extended clearing activities (more than one shift). 

 

The budget comparison for the other cities are as follow: 

 

 

Population 
(2016) 

Snow 
Maintenance 

Snow 
Maintenance 

per capita 

Ice  
Control 

Ice 
Control 

per 
capita 

Total $ 
Total $  

per 
capita 

Moose Jaw 33,890 $742,811 $21.92 $249,401 $7.36 $992,212 $29.28 

Weyburn 10,870 $348,100 $32.02 $80,000 $7.36 $428,100 $39.38 

Yorkton* 16,343 $471,017 $28.82 $106,265 $6.50 $577,282 $35.32 

North Battleford 14,315 $284,700 $19.89 $130,000 $9.08 $414,700 $28.97 

Prince Albert** 35,926 $1,110,000 $30.90 $0 $0.00 $1,110,000 $30.90 

Regina 215,106 $6,191,300 $28.78 $2,300,000 $10.69 $8,491,300 $39.47 

Saskatoon 246,376 $10,000,000 $40.59 $3,150,000 $12.79 $13,150,000 $53.37 

* 2017 budget figures       

**Finance dept could not separate ice control     
 

Snow operations are a function of lane kilometres to be cleared, amount of snow 

received, ability to store snow or requirements to haul, and the complexity and 

obstructions on the street.  Winter maintenance is a response to weather, so it is highly 

variable. Every event is different, and every year is different.  Budgeting should be based 

on long term averages. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

The current policy contains most of the elements required in a comprehensive winter 

maintenance policy.  A review of the delivery of the policy identified that typically the 

focus has been on ice control, and, snow clearing and hauling operations on streets.  The 

other aspects of the current policy have been completed on an as-needed basis. 

 

There were also clauses in the policy that could create confusion. Hauling was not 

triggered until an accumulation of 10cm with a priority plow triggered at 5cm; this could 

create service issues in the haul areas (i.e. delayed plow downtown).  There are also 

areas where a snow haul was routinely carried out for safety issues (i.e. 9th Ave. NW).   

 

The largest issue identified in the policy review was the length of priority streets.  Moose 

Jaw has a very high number of priority streets (urban).  These were the Priority 1 and 1A 

roads.  Operations is not able to achieve completion of Priority 1 and 1A within the first 3 

days after a snowfall.  The review of other cities’ policies identified that Moose Jaw is now 

in the minority of cities in that we do not have a ’24-hour’ or multiple shift response.  These 

two items, length of Priority streets and lack of ‘24-hour’ response, lead to the focus of the 

changes and enhancement to winter maintenance.  

 

A review of the Priority streets was undertaken, and the revised priority scheme is 

presented in Attachments iv and v.   

 

The main recommendation is to move to a ’24-hour’ or multiple shift response. (Note at 

this time, it is estimated the operation would be conducted 21 hours/day).  This will result 

in more road being completed in a shorter time immediately after an event.  This would 

enhance the response time and clearing operations. 

 

 Length of Road km   

City 
In First 24 Hours of 
Operations 

km of Priority 
Roads Per 
Capita 

Regina 274 0.0013 

Saskatoon 592 0.0024 

North Battleford 25.85 0.0018 

Weyburn 19.5 0.0018 

Prince Albert 35.9 0.0010 

Yorkton 62 0.0038 

Moose Jaw (current) 48-95 .0014-.0028 

Proposed* 48 0.0014 

 

* Note that under the current practice, it would be 3 days from the end of the snow event 

until the streets were complete.  Under the proposed model, the Priority 1 streets would 

be complete within 1 day. 

 

The cost to move to a multiple shift or ’24-hour’ response is estimated at about 

$132,000/year.  This would move 3 temporary staff to full time to ensure that the second 

shift could be staffed. 
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Contracted graders are used to assist the response to a snow event.  The tender and 

contract will be updated to enhance the response timeline; contractors will be required 

to be available immediately after a snow event.  The contract cost implications are not 

known. 

 

Snow storage and hauling areas have been reviewed.  Snow removal and hauling 

operations will commence 24 hours after clearing operations.  Snow may be stored in 

some of these areas for 3 to 5 days as hauling operations are completed. 

 

Further changes and enhancements to the policy include: 

 

• Monitor and follow response trigger and priority routes; 

• Utilize a response-based budget based on 5 snow events per year and routine 

maintenance;   

• Develop a winter maintenance reserve policy, with max./min amounts and 

contribution/withdrawal (the current reserve balance is ~$900,000). 

 

Further improvements to communication with the public is recommended. Attached is a 

draft response graph and map that can be distributed to the public, to help clarify 

expectations and what will happen and when.  Further feedback through consultation 

and surveys on the service would also be undertaken. 

 

Training grader operators to support and enhance the response will take time.  Therefore, 

the policy may not be fully implemented this year. 

  

Two trained grader operators have recently left the City, leaving only 4.  Losing a grader 

operator or a piece of equipment can have a significant impact on operations. 

 

The proposed “24-hour” response is a new approach, the budget numbers presented are 

a best estimate. This response will need to be tested, measured and managed to verify 

costs (and modify if necessary).  If adopted, the new policy will be communicated to the 

public. 

 

OPTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION 

 

1. That the increase in the winter maintenance budget of $132,000 for staffing to 

allow for multiple shifts and completion of all Priority routes within 96 hours be 

implemented immediately.   

 

2. That public consultation on the budget increase and enhanced snow response 

be undertaken and on the winter maintenance policy broadly. 

 

3. That no changes are made to the policy and the level of service remains the 

same.  Receive and file. 

 

4. That the Priority routes and snow storage remain the same and a multiple shift 

response be added, and the policy be updated to reflect this. 
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PUBLIC AND/OR STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT 

 

Communication Department will implement a public consultation strategy upon 

approval. 

 

COMMUNICATION PLAN 

 

Communication Department will implement a public consultation strategy upon 

approval. 

 

STRATEGIC PLAN 

 

Not applicable to this report.  

 

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 

 

Not applicable to this report.  

 

BYLAW OR POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 

Not applicable to this report.  

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 

If fully implemented, staffing enhancement to facilitate multiple shifts would require a 

budget increase of $132,000. 

 

PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS 

 

Not applicable to this report. 

 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS/IMPLICATIONS 

 

Not applicable to this report. 

 

PUBLIC NOTICE 

 

Not applicable to this report. 

 

PRESENTATION 

 

VERBAL:  X  AUDIO/VISUAL:   NONE: 
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ATTACHMENTS 

 

i. Current policy 

ii. Current snow routes and maps 

iii. Comparison of cities winter maintenance policies 

iv. Proposed snow routes 

v. Proposed response graph 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted By, 

 

 

Joshua Mickleborough 
         

Joshua Mickleborough, Director Engineering Services 

 
JM/bh 

 

 

APPROVAL OF REPORT RECEIVED     COMMENTS RECEIVED 

 

 

 

Jim Puffalt 

__________________________________________  

Jim Puffalt, City Manager 

 

 

 

 

Fraser Tolmie 

_________________________________________ 

Fraser Tolmie, Mayor 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To be completed by the Clerk’s Department only. 

 

Presented to Regular Council or Executive Committee on _____________________________________________________. 

 

No. _________________________         Resolution No. _________________________________________________ 






























































